NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Member of A Profession Which Requires Special Training
or Knowledge In Issues Affecting Youth

Heather Martin*

Nancy Pasfield

Deborah Sikes

* Incumbent
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)

1 Member of A Profession Which Requires Special Training or Knowledge In Issues Affecting Youth

Heather Martin*
Nancy Pasfield
Deborah Sikes

* Incumbent
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Member of A Profession Which Requires Special Training
or Knowledge In Issues Affecting Youth

✓ Heather Martin*

___ Nancy Pasfield

___ Deborah Sikes

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Member of a Profession Which Requires Special Training or Knowledge in Issues Affecting Youth

√ Heather Martin*

___ Nancy Pasfield

___ Deborah Sikes

* Incumbent
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION  
(3-Year Term)  
1 Member of A Profession Which Requires Special Training  
or Knowledge In Issues Affecting Youth

___ Heather Martin*  
___ Nancy Pasfield  
___ Deborah Sikes  

* Incumbent
CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Member of A Profession Which Requires Special Training or Knowledge In Issues Affecting Youth

Heather Martin*
Nancy Pasfield
Deborah Sikes

* Incumbent
NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

EXHIBIT NO. 1

11-19-07

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ENDORSSED BY

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Member of A Profession Which Requires Special Training
or Knowledge In Issues Affecting Youth

Heather Martin*

Nancy Pasfield

Deborah Sikes

* Incumbent
EXHIBIT K0.

NAME OF COUNCIL MEMBER

CONTESTED APPOINTMENT

ALEXANDRIA YOUTH POLICY COMMISSION
(3-Year Term)
1 Member of A Profession Which Requires Special Training
or Knowledge In Issues Affecting Youth

☑ Heather Martin*

___ Nancy Pasfield

___ Deborah Sikes

* Incumbent